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Authors' objectives
The objective of this report is to review, in light of the existing scientific evidence, the relative contribution of FDG-PET to clinical management of oncologic patients. This report aims to assess if this technology is able to provide a higher diagnostic accuracy compared to other available technologies, if it influences the patients' therapeutic management, and finally if its use can further benefit them.

Authors' conclusions
FDG-PET may be a useful complement to other imaging techniques in benign/malign differential diagnosis (DD) of a known lesion, relapse detection, pre-therapeutic "stadiage", after treatment extension study, after tumoral relapse detection or radiological suspicion or because elevation of TTMM, DD between relapse vs post-treatment changes. There are a growing number of publications about the applications of PET on oncology and the methodological quality in this area is also increasing. However, there is a need for adequately designed prospective studies with the aim of clarifying the role of PET in other oncological pathologies in which it has been impossible to find enough evidence because of the low prevalence of the condition or because the lack of studies.
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